DIGITAL MATCH PROGRAMME

Kent Spitfires vs
Essex Eagles
Friday 27 May
Match starts at 19:00
VITALITY BLAST
The Spitfire Ground, St Lawrence, Canterbury
www.kentcricket.co.uk
PRINCIPAL PARTNERS

ELITE PARTNERS

WELCOME
By Matt Walker
Head Coach

Good evening everyone and welcome back
to The Spitfire Ground as we welcome the
players, staff and supporters of the Essex
Eagles to Canterbury for another Vitality Blast
match ‘under the lights’.
Friday night matches in this competition
always have a special atmosphere and are the
nights that live long in the memory. We have
had some famous battles with Essex over the
years, and I know how much our Members
and supporters look forward to these tussles.
We were disappointed to miss out in our
opening match of the Vitality Blast on

Wednesday night. We did however see the
power of our middle-order batting, and that
shows we’re a side capable of scoring runs
across out batting line-up.
As we saw last season, the Vitality Blast is a
tournament of ups and downs, and I hope you
continue to support us as we all go through
this – winning together, and losing together.
Enjoy the match, and get behind the lads.
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Kent Spitfires suffered defeat on the
opening day of the 2022 Vitality Blast by
eight wickets to Somerset at The Spitfire
Ground, St Lawrence.
View full scorecard
The visitors exacted some revenge for their
defeat to Kent in last year’s final, with Rilee
Roussow hitting 81 from 54 balls (including
seven fours and two sixes) and Tom Abell
48 from 29, as Somerset finished on 166
for two with five balls to spare, after a
Roussow and Abell shared an unbeaten
stand of 121.
Earlier Jack Leaning hit 72 from 43 balls, as
the champions recovered from just 52 for
four at halfway to post 162 for six, Lewis
Gregory taking 3 for 25.
The reigning champions made one change
from the side that won last year’s final, but it
was a big call, with Darren Stevens omitted
in favour of overseas player George Linde.

After losing the toss and being asked to
field, the visitors removed England’s Zak
Crawley for four in the second over when
he hit Josh Davey to Roelof van der Merwe
at cover.
Daniel Bell-Drummond somehow survived
Davey’s next over, during which he was
nearly out thrice, only to fall for 12 when
he swished Lewis Gregory to Lewis
Goldsworthy.
Kent edged to 30 for two at the end of
the powerplay and then lost captain Sam
Billings for just five in the seventh, when he
edged Gregory behind.
Ben Green bowled Joe Denly for five in
the next over and then nearly had Jordan
Cox caught for a golden duck, the ball just
eluding backward point.
The
Cox-Leaning
partnership
that
repeatedly bailed Kent out during their
title-winning season was worth 52, until
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the former spooned Goldsworthy to Tom
Abell for 11 in the 14th over and it was left
to Linde to hit the accelerator.
His 15-ball 29 included a maximum off
Green that cleared the Knott-Underwood
Stand and flew out of the ground.
Leaning hit the first delivery with the
replacement ball for a staggering six that
landed on a top floor balcony on the Old
Dover Road side of the ground.
Gregory had Linde caught by Lammonby
at long on with the first ball of the 18th, but
Grant Stewart added 14 from eight balls to
set what looked a competitive target.

The visitors were 65 for two at halfway
and Rossouw and Abell kept the run rate
under 11 an over. With wickets in hand they
took 15 from Qais Ahmad in the 17th over,
leaving them needing 26 from 18.
A misfield for four at the start of the 18th
tilted the equation firmly in Somerset’s
favour and Roussow then mowed Milnes
for a six. Needing just a single from the
final over, Somerset sealed the win when
Roussow drove Klaassen down the ground
for four.

Somerset lost Tom Banton for nine when
he swiped Matt Milnes to Leaning at deep
square leg and Will Smeed for 21 when he
pulled Fred Klaassen to Cox on the square
leg boundary, but Kent’s failure to take
wickets proved crucial.
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MINIMUM CROP HEIGHT

@SPITFIREALE

WORLD CLASS BEER.

Made by Britain’s oldest brewer.
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TROPICAL FRUIT &
CITRUS AROMAS

TOFFEE & SPICE AROMAS

LIGHTLY HOPPED

Hoppy, bitter finish

for a smooth, refreshing finish

MINIMUM CROP HEIGHT

with a subtle bitterness
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